Appendix A. 431 papers finding U-shapes in age in well-being as of 10pm August 24th 2021.

a) 21 papers from Galambos #1 finding U-shapes

b) 172 peer reviewed papers missed by Galambos #1 in peer reviewed journals in English 2013-2019


the loss in life


53. Eren, K.A. & Aşıcı, A.A. (2017), The determinants of happiness in Turkey: evidence from city-level data,


141. Sohn, K. (2016), The role of spousal income in the wife's happiness, Social Indicators Research, 126, 1007-1024.


144. Sørensen, J. Rural-urban differences in life satisfaction: evidence from the European union, Regional Studies, 18(9), pp. 1451-1466.


c) 98 peer reviewed papers published since 2019 in English fitting Galambos #1 criteria


42. Graham and S. Pinto (2020), 'The geography of desperation in America: the role of labor force participation, mobility, and place,' *Social Science and Medicine*, 270, February, 113612


56. Lee S.Y, R. Kim, J. Rodgers and S.V. Subramanian (2020), Associations between subjective wellbeing and macroeconomic indicators: an assessment of heterogeneity across 60 countries, *Wellbeing, Space and


31). Sarracino, F, Piekalkiewicz, M. (2021), The role of income and social capital for Europeans’ Well-being
82). Sato, K. (2021), Who is happier in Japan, a housewife or working wife? *Journal of Happiness Studies*, (2021), first online May 27.
90). Tsai, MC., (2021), Kin, friend and community social capital: effects on well-being and prospective life conditions in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, *Social Indicators Research*, 154, pp. 489-510.

d) 35 papers published as chapters, books or working papers since 2019
1) Badunenko, O., J.M. Cordero, Jose M. and S.C. Kumbhakar (2021), Are you slacking? Where do you and your country stand in the happiness pursuit? 16th June, Munich Personal RePec Archive
2) Becker, C. and S.T. Trautmann (2021), 1 Does happiness increase in old age? Longitudinal evidence from 20 European Countries, working paper University of Heidelberg. July
6). Blanchflower, DG & Fair, D. (2021), Native Americans’ experience of chronic distress in the USA, NBER working paper #29119.
7). Blanchflower, D.G. & Graham, C. (2020a), The mid-life dip in well-being: economists (who find it), versus
psychologists (who don't)! NBER Working Paper #W26888.
11) Blanchflower, D.G. and A. Piper (2021), The well-being age U-shape effect in Germany is not flat, working paper.
21). Kaiser, M. S, Otterbach and A. Sousa-Poza (2021), Using machine learning to uncover the relation between age and life satisfaction, working paper,
27). Nguyen, CV (2021), Does the COVID-19 pandemic cause people to be unhappy? Evidence from a six-country survey,' GLO DP #768, Essen.
Manchester.


33. Wayte, S. (2020), Addressing the midlife happiness 'dip': an evidence-informed mindfulness-based approach to support and promote women's well-being', Lesley University, thesis


e) 105 papers published pre 2013 in English in peer reviewed journals


8). Bell, D, & Blanchflower, D. G. (2007), The Scots may be brave, but they are neither healthy nor happy, Scottish Journal of Political Economy, 54, 166-194.


15). Blanchflower, D, & Oswald, A. (2008), Hypertension and happiness across nations, Journal of Health Economics, 27(2), 218-233


18): Brockmann, H. (2010), Why are middle-aged people so depressed? evidence from West Germany, Social Indicators Research, 97, 23–42.


Data from Russia, *Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization*, 55: 319–342


